Welcome to THE KOTA GROUP OF COMPANIES
Established in the year 1988, KOTA group has been trusted by customers for its wide variety of integrated BUILDING MATERIAL PRODUCTS. We
supply our products to almost all the states of India.
We have developed our products through intensive research work and comprehensive understanding about the market dynamics. Thus our
products are advanced and offer complete satisfaction to the user

KOTA CEMENT INDUSTRIES
With over 20 years of experience, commitment, and ability to innovate for our customers and to offer reliable products, we have set ourselves
apart and established our leadership in the “SHELTER” brand CONSTRUCTION CHEMICALS and “SEAL TITE” brand LIQUID SEALENTS

KOTA INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
We are one of the superior companies in the field of manufacturing PTFE THREAD SEAL TAPE AND PTFE GLAND PACKING with many famous brands in
the Indian market like:
WHITE GOLD

TOPAZ

SEAL TITE

RUBI

COMET

COMMANDER

Due to their excellent insulation at high and low temperatures and acid & alkali-resistant features, our Teflon tapes are widely used in sealing
applications for civil-construction, machinery, chemicals and space navigation.
After years of exploration and development, our production scale, technical level and product quality has evolved .Building on the motto,
“Quality is life", our products have a good reputation in the Indian market. We are also approved suppliers to many Indian government bodies.

KOTA TAPES ( India )PVT. LTD.
It gives us great pride to introduce ourselves as the first manufacturer and exporter of a wide range of tapes; self adhesive tapes, pressure
sensitive tapes and customized tapes in India.
The Company is equipped with a set of advanced coating production line and has a professional laboratory and testing equipments to ensure high
quality products.
These tapes are utilized for both critical and non-critical applications such as painting, preserving and packaging, bundling and general purpose
applications. The combination of natural colour based crepe paper and the innovative, consistent adhesives, provide the right masking solution.
Based on the required temperature resistance, the Company offers a wide range of tapes to select from for the fine line in paint booth section of
the automobile sector.

Our Aim
We have an aim to reach the acme of perfection by manufacturing, exporting and supplying products which are innovative as well as adhering to
the international standards of quality. One of our organizational goals is to further our presence in the global markets and increase our export
revenues..

Quality
Quality takes a priority position in all our organizational activities. We take extreme care to ensure that all our products are of superior quality. We
get our raw materials only from reliable sources that have been marked on the quality standards. These materials are tested in state-of-the-art
laboratories. We further check each finished product for perfection on the parameters of functionality and design. Our team of quality experts
ascertains that none of the products that leave our premises bear any type of defect or imperfection.

Infrastructure
A well - equipped manufacturing unit and experienced machine operators form the backbone of our company's manufacturing facilities, which are
equipped with all essential and modernized machinery that enables our engineers to execute their job in a sophisticated manner.
We have separate Quality and R&D departments, headed by technical experts who have been associated with this industry for years.

Competent Manpower
We possess a team of experts who are sourcing products of
international standards to keep abreast with the global markets.
Our skilful technicians handle specific functions to ensure
maximum productivity and cost efficiency.
Adept at utilizing the raw materials, our team of workforce puts
in hard work and implements innovative ideas to come up with a
range of products which suit the needs of the clients.

High-speed Coating Equipment

Toluene-recyling Equipment

High-speed Coating Equipment

SUPREMO Masking Tape is a general purpose masking
tape for packaging, holding, bundling, sealing, general
paint masking and a vast number of other jobs that
require a pressure sensitive tape. SUPREMO Masking
Tapes with crepe paper are suitable as backing for
application during paint masking. The tape is highly
confirmable, easy on curved surfaces and can be
removed without leaving any residue.

Product Code : KTP 925

Technical Details
Backing

Crepe paper

Adhesive Type

Rubber

Color

Beige/light yellow

Thickness

0.15mm ± 0.5mm

Tensile Strength (N/In)

70 ± 3

Elongation (%)

9.5 ± 0.5

Temperature Resistance

75°C ± 5°C

Features
Rubber adhesive for instant adhesion that sticks easily and without effort.
Good holding power to help resist lifting or curling.
Crepe paper backing that is conformable to maintain integrity when formed around a corner.
Easy tear and sliver resistant
Good paint hold-out that resists bleed-through.
Special backside treatment that controls unwind and helps reduce waste.

Usage
For Holding, Bundling And Sealing.
For Color Separation & Painting On Pin Stripes.
For Non-critical Masking.
For Painting & Spraying.
In Paint Bake Operation
In Decorative Industries
In Electric Industries
In Shoe Industries
In Light Duty Packaging

Packing Size
Available in 1/2 inch, 3/4 inch, 1 inch and 2 inch sizes.
We can also supply as per customers’ requirements.

JUMBO ROLLS PACKING
Jumbo rolls in the following sizes are also available.
Product Code
KTP-934

Sizes
990mm x 1500 mtrs.
990mm x 1800 mtrs.
1250mm x 1400 mtrs
1250mm x 1500 mtrs

Product use
All statements and technical information contained in
this document are based upon tests conducted under
laboratory conditions. However, certain factors beyond
control can affect the use and performance of a product
in a particular application, including the conditions
under which the product is used and the time &
environmental conditions in which the product is
expected to perform. Since these factors are uniquely
within the user’s knowledge and control, it is essential
that the user evaluate the product to determine
whether it is fit for a particular purpose and suitable for
the user’s method of application.
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